BTSB Individual and Business Donors 2019
Thank You For Supporting Soo Theatre Project

Executive/$2,000 to $5,000
Chippewa County Community Foundation • Hudson Foundation
Jane Gard • Mary Pennington • Cindy Reynolds

Partner/$1,000 to $1,999
Mary Lou Hughes • Precision Edge • Sharon Kennedy • Joan Wahl • Yooper Trading Company

Stars/$500 to $999
Dr. Bruce Anderson • Bernie and Colleen Arbic • Cooper Dental • Martin and Sandy Coyle
John and Amy Crane • Teri Foust • Edgar and Madeleine Guevara • Hessel Bay Boat Works
Robert and Pat Hunter • Kewadin Casinos • Marian MacLeod • Tony and Melissa McLain
Duke and Katie Pepin • Sault Vision Clinic • Elaine Sprague • Marcia White

Benefactors/$250 to $499
Carol Andary • Arfstrom Pharmacy • Bill and Rhoda Beacom • Patricia Claxton • Martha Cowan
Phyllis Delooff • Barb Devers • Don Wilson Insurance • Dale and Rhonda Hoornstrea
Mary June • Susan J. Kreeger • Kristin Fairbanks DDS • Leisa Mansfield – State Farm
McKinley Manor LLC • Richard and Sarah Morrison • Old Missions Bank
Pro Sports • Bill and Jan Robinson • Tom and Harriette Robinson
Rodenroth Motors • Soo Co-op Credit Union • S.P.E.A.K.S.

Guardians/$100 to $249
Arbic Construction • Bob Arfstrom • Jim Arnold • Barbara Arrigo • Ashmun Creek Apartments LLC
Carol Askwith • Richard and Leslie Askwith • Frank and Sadie Atkinson • Al Beamish
Robert and Julia Bell • Dennis and Brenda Bennette • John and Margaret Bracewell • Nancy Burmstead
Bunker Manufacturing, Inc. • C.S. Mulder Funeral Home • Eugene Carr • Dottie Case • Central Savings Bank
Chippewa County Credit Union • Amy Christensen • Clark Bailey Newhouse Funeral Home
George Davidson • John and Maureen Delaney-Lehman • Patrick and Peggy Dempsey • Elizabeth Dix
Doug and Sue Easterday • Eco Hair Salon • Sandra Everingham • FECCU • Gillett Halvorsen & Leonardt
Harwood Properties, Inc. • Neal and Marjorie Godby • David and Patricia Hubbard • David and Judith Jahn
Helen Jenks • Judith Johnson • Ben and Sharon Jones • Gary Kay • James F. Kudek • Margaret Laponsie
Judith Leonard • Les Cheneaux Community Library • Lori Langendorf, CPA • Barbara Ludwig • Sharon MacLaren
Tom and Kate Marshall • Mary McKay in Memory of Alistair McKay • Dennis and Cindy Merkel
Janice Mittlestat in Memory of Roger Wahl • Monocle Jewelers • O’Connors Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram
Dennis and Cindy Nank • Parkers Ace Hardware • Constance Pim • Joseph and Deborah Pysh
Donald and Geraldine Rajski • Julia Rawlings • Riverside Medical • William and Janet Russell
David H. Ryband • Paul and Margo Sabourin • Howard Searight • Calvin Shields • Jim Smith and Tom Wiles
Ron and Pat Sober • Linda Stoetzer • Sugar Island Lionesses • Superior Audiology, Inc.
Cheryl Thorsen • Watson’s Shoe Store • Don and Nancy Wilson • Margaret Wierzbicki • Mike and Gwen Worley

Donors/$50 to $99
K. S. Alliot • Kenneth Anderson • Jim and Bev Atkins • James Bonner • Marilyn Burton • Margaret Crawford
Pat Deatrick • Gary and Leanne Deuman • Paul and Sherry Duesing • Everything Electric
Paul and Nancy Fenlon • Fernalius Hyundai LLC • Meta Geyer • Scott and Lori Gilbertson • Victoria Hadaway
Pat and Marcia Hallfrisch • Mary Lou Hughes in honor of Maurice Schwartz
Mary Lou Hughes in Honor of Marty and Sandy Coyle
Nancy Kirkpatrick • Ken and Joy Lake • Robert and Jacqueline Landis • Travis and Sarah Lockwood
Pingatore Cleaners • Roberta Profitt • Ronald and Anita Rhodes • Roger and Pat Roe
Side Street Salon • Siesel Eye Care • Soo Fireplace and Stone • Alegra E. Soorus • Kathy Staats
Jerry Stephens • James L. Stoddard • Cressandra Thibodeaux • Betty Thompson • U.P. Tire

Supporters/$25 to $49
American Glass and Mirror • Thomas Brown • Donald F. Burt • Hellen Collia • James and Anna Cooper
Richard and Judith Furr • Peter and Georgia Gianakura • Audrey Gillett • Great Lakes Alloy
Tom and Vicki Luoma • Bill and Holly Morrison • Don and Marilyn Myers • Carol Pfannenstiel
Fran Pruess • Barbara Royal • Patricia Sims • Celeste Spencer • William and Chrisie Stanaway
Suzanne Stevenson • Thomas and Stacey Swanson • Paul and Moira Wilson